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(Paris: 1832). On March 29th, the night
of Mi-careme, a masked ball was in progress,
the chahut in full swing. Suddenly, the gay
est of the harlequins collapsed, cold in the
liabs, and, underneath his mask, "violet-blue"
in t~e face. Laughter died out, dancing ceased,
and in & short while carriage-loads of people
were hurried frClll the Ndoute to the Hotel
Dieu to die and, to prevent a panic _ong the
patients, were thrust into rude graves in
their daninoes. Soon the public halls were
tilled with dead bodies, sewed in sacks tor
want of cortins. Long lines of hearses stood
en ~ue outside Pere Lacbaise. ETerybody
wore :t'1anne1 bandages. The rich gathered up
their belongings and tIed the town. Over
120 ,000 pusports were issued at the Hotel de
Ville. A (lUi Zloti"" tJIIfballants vas .talking
abroad, and its effect upon the excitable
Parisians reduplicated the scenes ot the Rev
olution or of the plague at Milan. l

If you had been present at 8uch a scene, wouldn't
you want to help? Mightn't your concern even
amount to feelings that you ahould help? People
have traditionally confused such feelings of aoral
obligation with the idea that a t~at obligation
must be involved--that people should be forced to
help. Out of such reactions to similar episodes
have grown the large government operations and
controls in the field of public health. Such
spectres fran the past, of the evils OTerCCDe by
governmental activity in this area, retain their
psychological pull today. They help secure public
support for future public health projects and, for
the professional public health officer, they justi
fy not simply his occupational existence, but any
program in which he is engaged.

Although there is a legitimate basis ~or~
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to engage in many health projects of a "public" nature,
such as health research, contagious disease control
and environmental sanitation, the lack of any precise
definition of what the government's role should be in
this area makes the present-day public health scene
a mixture of ,legitimate, dubious and wrong activi
ties.

No one has ever differentiated between pUblic health
as a potentially use~ul service and government activ
ities o~ a public health nature. Most of the activi
ties labeled "public health" form a distinct social
service which can be properly performed by private
businessmen, not a political or governmental area of
responsibility. From the beginnings of civiliza
tion, activities such as garbage disposal (which
includes sewag~ systems), supplying vater in quantity
for towns and cities, rodent control, and the clean
ing and maintenance of city streets have been con
sidered proper, almost fundamental areas of govern
ment operation. and control. The rationale for this
opinion was that no individual would undertake a
project in which his own benefit was so small a part
of the benefit to all--& rationale no longer even
plausible in this day of mass markets and mass serv
ices.

To these social services has been added a mixture of
strictly medical services (hospitals, clinics, and
district nurses), some research and experimental
work (testing new drugs and pesticides), and many
welfare activities (free milk for babies, marriage
counseling, and nutritional advice). Today, the
public health field in America is becoming one gi
gantic, confused, loosely constituted institution,
composed largely of government activities (with .
private organizations playing adjunctive and support
ing roles), presided over by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare; all of which caple
indirectly under the influence of the World Health
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Organization (WHO) of the United Nations, whose
medical research is 100% financed by United States
-tax dollars.

Basically, the question that must be answered is:
What is the proper relationship of the .government
to the public health field? That is the primary
concern of this article.

What is public ,health? There are many "definitions"
put ~orward, almost all of which give one an idea
ot public health rather than an actual definition.

A1aost allde~initions in usetod~ agree on two
points: a) the group or community is the basic
unit (or patient) to be treated,and b) this care
or treatlllent is brought about through "organized
e~UDit7 ettort." In this respect, Webster' 8

!'hiM • .", Intemational Dictionary is fairly con
cise: ,public health is 'the "Art and Science dealing
vith the protection and improvement of cODlllunity
health by organized caaaunity effort. . • ." Fur
~her, in an Int~duction' to PubLic Health,2 it is
ca:L1ed "that body of' knowledge and those practices
tnt contribute to health in the aggregate."

HOYever,the definition, still considered by public
health professionals to be one of the most authori
tative is by C.E.A. Winslow in an article entitled
"The Untilled'Field:of'Public Health," which appeared
in IIodem.Nedicine in March, 1920: "Public Health
is t~e Science and Art of preventing disease, pro
longins'lite, and promoting health and efficiency;
t.hrough:organized 'community effort; for the sanita
tioD-ottheenvironment, control of cODlllunicable
iDfectioDS~ education of the individual in personal
~8iene, organization ot medical and nursing services
-ror the early diagnosis and preventive treatment of
disease,- and developnent of the social machinery to
insure eve~one a standard of living adequate for
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the maintenance of health, so organlzlng these
benefits as to enable every citizen to realize his
birthright of health and longevity."

It must be noted that the focus of all threedefini
tions is on the group treating a group, which does
not in fact happen. It is the individual nurse or
pUblic health officer who deals with an individual
citizen, to educate him, to treat him, toquaran
tine him, or to send htm to the hospital. If in fact
it was the health of the group rather than of the
individual that was important, then of course indi
vidual rights would not matter. You cut off a leg
to save the person's life without reference to the
leg's "rights"--ithas no rights where the heal"th
of the whole is concerned. It is this attitude that
the devotee of public health legislation would have
us take toward the individual citizen when "group
health" is at stake.

Also, notice that all three definitions have a lack
of definite or precise meaning, which makes it
possible to include any sphere of human activity.
Hence, the so-called comprehensive approach (euphem
ism "for incLude everything) in which one treats
every aspect of the patient (social, economic,
psychological). The result is Big Brother's dreams
come true.

If pUblic health professionals can't or won't spec
ify the boundaries of their field, then perhaps an
investigation of historical developments may at
least indicate in what context we can formulate a
more proper definition and area of responsibility.

Most ancient civilizations had no governmental
medical services of any kind. Health research was
practically nonexistent; contagious diseases were
controlled by social ostracism and, in the case of
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epidemics, by governmentally enforced banishment
or isolation. But sanitary services were insti
tuted very early.

The Minoans and Cretan rulers from 5000 to 1800
B.C. had constructed public water systems, and their
houses had water closets with flushing systems. The
Egyptian Pharoahs (about 1000 B.C.) constructed pub
lic drainage systems through slave labor and also
developed earth closets, in addition to numerous
pharmaceutical preparations. The Jews are consid
ered the first to have developed a formal hygienic
code. Their Mosaic law set rules for such activi
ties as disinfection, disposal of refuse, and ma
ternity care.

The Greeks had little government social services of
the sort we have been discussing. Their culture em
phasized matters of personal cleanliness, exercise,
and dietetics rather than environmental sanitation
and public water systems. They did have same public
baths and aqueducts, which were constructed by
wealthy citizens on their own lands.

The Roman Empire developed extraordinary water and
sewage systems and paved streets, many of which still
exist today. It was the Romans who first formula
ted the concept of governmentally collected vital
statistics, later to became an fmportant adjunct to
public health activities. At the height of the Ro
man Empire, laws existed for the registration of
citizens and slaves and for periodic census-taking.
The Romans also started government activities in
related areas--supervision of weights and measures
and of public bars and houses of prostitution, the
destruction of unsound goods, and the regulation of
building construction.

By the time o~ the ~all of the Ranan Empire, public
drainage and flushing systells 9 public water supplies,
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methods of disinfection and refuse disposal, mater
nity care, environmental sanitation, regulation of
merchant and industrial practices, census-taking,
control of rodents, housing laws, and regulation of
health hazards and care in industrial establishments
had all been thought of in at least same civilization
as practices instituted by the government on behalf
of "the health of the public." The Middle Ages added
control of epidemics through primitive government
enforced quarantine and isolation measures.

The Middle Ages in general were marked by mysti
cism and a "mortification of the flesh" that con
sidered the earth and the body evil. This resulted
in a pronounced unconcern on the part of the people
with personal hygiene and sanitation. It was
~ time of plague and epidemic. Two of the most
feared diseases of these tillles were leprosy and
bubonic plague ("Black Death") which orten reached
pandemic proportions, wiping out tvo-thirds or one
half the population in each settlement or area.
It has been said that "nothing before or since so
nearly accomplished the extermination of the human
race." "When Pope Clement VI asked for the number
of the dead, sane said that half of the population
of the known world had died. • •• The total mortal
ity from the Black Death is thought to have been
over sixty millions. In Avignon where sixty thou
sand people died, the Pope found it necessary to
consecrate t,he Rhone river in order that bodies
might be thrown into it without delay, the church
yard no longer being able to hold them. Europe,
particularly during 1348, was devastated. "3

Leprosy apparently vas a far more acute and dis
figuring disease than presently observed in the
Western world and, because of the terror to which
it gave rise, laws were passed allover the conti-
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nent regulating the conduct and movement of those
afflicted. In many places lepers were declared
civilly dead and banished from human communities.
They were compelled to wear identifying clothes,
and to warn of their presence by means of a horn
or bell.••• [Als a result, these victims died.
either from starvation, exposure or lack of treat
ment and care." By the sixteenth centF' leprosy
in Europe was practically nonexistent.

As a result of these plagues, the first formal quar
antine measure was instituted in this period. The
government of Rogusa in 1377 forced infected or
suspected ships or travelers to remain outside of
port, free of disease for two months before being
allowed to enter the city.5

Although the Renaissance was not dramatic for its
innovations in public health work as such, the
medical discoveries during this period founded
modern medicine. All of the discoveries that con
stitute the basic medical knowledge on which pub
lic health practitioners build their professions
were the result of the thinking and brilliant inno
vations of individual men like Leonardo da Vinci
(1452-1519), whose sketches and drawings added
to his other accomplishments a well-founded repu
tation as a physiologist; Ambroise Par~ (1510
1590), still considered one of the greatest surgeons
of any age; and Andreas Vesalius (1514-1564), prob
ably the greatest anatomist of all time. These
basic advances were all made possible because of
the general spirit of inquiry and free thought
that characterized this period.

The modern public health movement, and the modern
concern with social legislation in general, devel
oped in England and America; mainly in England.
The precedent set by the Poor Laws in Elizabethan
England served to allow extension of these same
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laws ,to include health-care services and facilities
to mothers, children, the aged and infirm. "It was
the English who were to give the real tmpetus and
sophistication to the public health movement, not
only in this country but in much of the world.

In colonial America, the British government was
generally concerned with gross insanitation and with
preventing the entrance of exotic diseases. How
ever, vital statistics were early considered essen
tial to sound pUblic health practice. In 1639, an
act was passed by the Massachusetts colony order
ing the registration of each birth and death and
outlining the required administrative responsibil
ities and procedures.

In England, the first sanitary legislation was passed
in 1837. Also, during the nineteenth century, be
cause of the increasing concentration of people in
cities, the previously existing poor health habits
and insanitary conditions were emphasized. T~e legis
lation of this time included bills concerning t'ac
tory management, child welfare, care of the aged and
infirm, mental illness, and education, along .with
other social reforms. Under the guise of protecting
children, the pover of the go..-ernmentvas systema
tically increased in such areas as factory regula
tion and inspection, and the prohibition of health
hazards.

It is important to note that much of the government
monopolization of public health reforms could not
have been accomplished without the demands, urgings,
and active support fram professionals in every occu
pational field, from medicine to law to social work.
There is a long line of men in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries who championed various public
health laws, projects and programs.

In this country, Lemuel Shattuck (1793-1859) pUb-
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lished his now-famous Report of the Massachusetts
Sanitary Commission, which included a census of
health, housing and sanitation in Boston in 1845.
Although this and other such documents were con
cerned mainly with those health problems that were
most obviously the result of human beings living
in close proximity, they served to focus public
interest and attention on problems of sanitation
and preventive medicine.

In England, three men were particularly influential.
Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832), student of law and util
itarian philosopher, enlisted the doctrine "the
greatest happiness of the greatest number" in sup
port of his contention that public health legisla
tion was needed and that the government must do much
more in this area. He has been called the father
of modern preventive medicine. 6

Thomas Southwood Smith (1788-1861), London physician,
wrote a treatise on The Use of the Dead to the Living,
which led to the passing of the Anatomy Act (permit
ting the dissection of cadavers in medical schools)
in England in 1832.

Sir Edwin Chadwick (1800-1890), lawyer, furthering
Bentham's philosophy through what he called "the
sanitary idea," persuaded the British government
to appoint a Sanitary Commission in 1839. This led
to the establishment of the General Board of Health
in 1848.

All these men contributed significantly to a phil
osophical cltmate in which intellectuals demanded
that the government provide health and welfare serv
ices for all. There can be no true understanding
of the public health movement without understanding
the philosophy of "social betterment" which has
dete~ined the extent and manner of the development
of this field. The following quote eloquently sum-
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marizes this point of view:

--As health is an essential factor in human
'Welfare~ its maintenance and protection are
necessarily of social fmportance.

--Under a system where individualism obtains,
society tends to take only those public health
measures which are beyond the scope of indi
vidual action: organization for the preven
tion and control of epidemics, the provision
of public water supplies, sewer systems, milk
sanitation, research, hospital facilities,
etc.

--Since, for generations, the social philosophy
in the United States was largely one of in
dividualism, quite naturally health problems
have been left to the individual, public health
'Work assuming responsibility only for those
measures which the citizen, alone, could not
institute.

--Within recent years, society has shown a ten
dency to assume an increasing responsibility
for the individual as an individual, for his
education, his employment, his general welfare.
(Italics mine)

--Out of this evolution there has came a tendency
to broaden and intensify public health work;
and in this expansion government~ representing
society, appears more and more inclined to re
gard provision of adequate public health and
medical care as society's responsibility to
each individual if he cannot himself procure
such service. 7

It is imperative to remember that public health ac-
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tivities have traditionally been regarded primarily
as government responsibilities and only secondarily
as a voluntary community activity. It was not, in
the beginning, government that encroached upon pri
vate agencies taking public health responsibility;
it was assumed to be a field for government preroga
tive. The government has mixed various unrelated
health-control measures with voluntary community
health activities into the field we now recognize
as public health.

In the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
America, many private agencies did develop. Most
hospitals and clinics have been built with private
funds. The American Red Cross, although chartered
by Congress and working in cooperation with govern
ment agencies, is supported by voluntary contribu
tions and staffed by volunteer workers. Margaret
Sanger's birth control movement and the National
Tuberculosis Association are good examples of pri
vate agencies who have provided medical and health
educational services to millions.

But in the 1930's, the American government's public
health measures began to expand under the New Deal
administration. And then, but a sort of natural
tmpetus peculiar to governments, the administration
extended its control and influence through adminis
trative fiat and legislation, under pressure from
special interest groups, both governmental and pri
vate. The recent trend has been toward the continued
i~corporation of various social welfare schemes
into one giant federal organization: the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare (1953). This de
partment (now of cabinet status) is so large and so
complex that a library of books would be needed for
a complete study of its bureaus and divisions poten
tially involved in one health area, such as mater
nal and child care. Once this consolidation of
agencies was well started, the government then pro-
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ceeded to utilize social security funds (as it is
now doing) for such programs as mental health, heart
disease, and dental health.

In his paper, The Impact of the Great Society on
PUblic Health ~ctice,8 Edward S. Rogers, M.D.,
Professor of Public Health and Medical Administration
at the University of California School of Public
Health at Berkeley, quotes Secretary John Gardner,
of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare:
"The whole movement of events in recent years has
been not toward the separation but toward the inter
weaving of the Department's various objectives.
With the enactment of Medicare legislation, health
and social security are inextricably linked. It
is impossible to conceive of a modern welfare pro
gram without a strong educational component. Pro
grBms concerned with juvenile delinquency, mental
retardation, and aging cut across the old categories.
An adequate attack on poverty defies bureaucratic
boundary lines."

For a graphic illustration of the relationships that
exist between private medicine and the forces for
social medicine, the following quo"te :from the same
article is unequaled. ProfelBorRogers states:
"Between the time of the passage of the Medicare
Act • • • the subsequent passage of the heart
disease, cancer and stroke legislation (DeBakey
Program) in the same year, a total change in the
relations between the Federal government and the
AMA occurred. •• • The AMA suddenly changed its_
course in favor of vorking constructively in sup
port of the bill. • • • The government welcomed
this cooperative approach--and the Zion and the
~b Lay down together. This vas a significant
event because these two great forces for better
health services had too long been at odds with
each other. In the philosophy of creative federa!-
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ism, the government needed the AMA. In the philos
ophy of pragmatism, the AMA recognized the growing
pressure of a public consensus." (Italics mine.)
There are two questions left to ask: Which one
is the lion and which is the lamb? and, what happens
to the lamb?

We now have a general idea of the gradual development
of the field presently called public health into the
government's own preserve.

IntettectuaZZy, this was accomplished through lack
of any context for defining proper governmental pub
lic health concerns; the failure to differentiate
between public health as a field of private endeavor
and government activities of a public health nature;
and the philosophy of pragmatism which evades prin
ciples and focuses only on methods and concretes.

PoZitiaally, this was accomplished through the doc
trine of "social betterment" and the concept of
the "right to housing, jobs, health and other neces
sities of life"; and the large, tacit, assumed govern
ment responsibility for the general welfare, both
of which bastardize and mock the legit~ate concepts
of rights and individualism.

Psychologically, it resulted in part from a distortion
of the valid respect many people hold for medicine in
general. Through handling and treating health problems,
the health practitioner acquires familiarity and effi
ca~ in dealing with situations of fundamental neces
sity to health and lite: in a very special way he .
"knows what makes life tick." This inspires respect
and a sense of awe for many people which, if extended,
can indiscriminately envelop anything which is said to
be medical. The result is a kind of charisma attached
to the medical spokesman. This charisma sometimes pre
vents people fran critically evaluating any public
health project: if it will help the doctor it must be
good. It is the government that is today cashing in
on "this charisma $
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What is wrong with government public health work?
Apart from being an expense of millions of dollars
to the unwitting taxpayers, apart from the ineffi
ciencies of sprawling agencies rife with red tape
and duplicate services, public agencies are forcing
private competing agencies out of business-, and pub
lic health laws are used to extend the tyranny of
the bureaucrat over the citizen.

The question is: How does one apply the standard
of protection of individual r-ights to deZimit
government opePations, ~Bponaibilitie8 and author
ity in the field of public health?

There are areas of responsibility now included in
public health work that are Talidly governmental
in nature. These must be explicitly defined and
recategorized under a heading such as Health Lazu~

This is so because the only Justification for
government involvement in any area of the citizen's
life is the protection of rights (by which I mean
life, liberty and property). This field of health
law would be concerned exclusively with infringe
ments of rights of a health nature. It would be
applied through standard courts, never through

.administrative agencies, and would employ the legal
weapons of search warrants, injunctions, contempt
of-court proceedings, arrest and tr1al--nevel' reg
ulation and regulatory inspection. The foregoing
description obviously excludes the operation or
control of any public health facility or organization
by the government whose purpose is not exclusively
the protection of rights.

Valid areas or goverment assumption of public health
responsibility would therefore be areas in which
the use of force or the threat of force is required
in order to protect the legitimate ,rights of other
citizens. Such areas would be, for example, the
arrest and prosecution of persons specifically
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accused of polluting the air or water supply; the
enforcement of laws against maintaining known health
hazards to neighbors on one's property; the e~force

ment of laws against selling polluted or disease
carrying products; provision for institutions for
the criminally insane; and some quarantine laws.
Those areas (such as air pollution) which have been
handled mainly in a regulatory manner to date would
present special problems because of the scarcity of
legal precedents. Although we don't know all the
answers to these problems, the standard for drafting
legislation would always be that the right to prop
erty does not give one the right to harm others.
Such areas _8 emergency provisions for life-saving
measures on the part or the police would not be
affected, as these are not properly considered pub
lic health measures but protection against possible
death from crime or crisinal neglect. This does not
basically change the nature of government activities
as here stated.

Most of the present public health activities of the
government would be considered illegitimate. The
medical services now provided by public agencies
would be provided by private agencies which would
have no power to force treatment on the individual.
Sewage disposal, the provision of water systems,
and similar social services would be performed by
privately owned companies. The control of health
research, hospitals and clinics would, of course,
be in private hands.

In this country medicine has been traditionally a
free-enterprise operation, not a state service.
Why did the medical profession acquiesce in the
incorporation into the government colossus of so
many areas that were theirs? In large pa.rt because
present public health services are not thought of
as being based on the use of force. Taxation is
rarely recognized as a use of force, neither is
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ruinous government competition. In public health,
more than in most areas o~ government activity~

methods of operation are through persuasion, re
search studies, dissemination of health literature,
grants-in-aid and consultation and evaluation serv
ices.

America is a curiosity in this respect; she spe
cializes in the indirect rather than the direct
use of force. Because she still has sane respect
for individual rights, here infringement of these
rights necessarily takes a different form from that
in countries in which there is little respect for
this moral principle--which is most of the world.
America is kinder, more considerate, less brutal;
and, as a consequence, less obvious'. , How does the
average nonpolitical professional refuse money for
research projects, medical school construction and
various other endeavors? Given his situation, he
doesn't.

But the government interference that this average
professional would recognize and reject in private
practice can strangle the field he loves. It is
time that he started to understand it.

--Aubrey Thornton Robinson
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Half aCentury of Victims

Workers' Paradise Lost by Eugene Lyons
Fwlk &. Wagnalls, New York, 1967

The Bolshevik seiz¥Te of power in Russia took
place fifty years ago this November. Lest this
fiftieth anniversary and its accompanying cele
brations give same semblance of legittmacy to
Soviet rule, Eugene Lyons has written this "bal_
ance Sheet," dedicated to "The Peoples of Russia-
the first and worst victims of ea.:unism." While
publications such &8 The RAJ York Tilus, The. Sat
urday Evening Poet, and Look aagazine discuss
"striking gains" in Soviet literacy or SOTiet ath
letic prowess or Soviet women's clothes, Mr. Lyons
reminds us that there is still a statute which pre
scribes the death penalty for an attempt to leave
the country without permission, that "there has
been an actual increase of interference in the
private life of the ordinary citizen in the last
dozen years," that the persecution of religion has
been intensified since Stalin's death, and that
although mass murders may no longer take place on
a grand scale, no one responsible for them has ever
been punished, and many mass killers still hold
posts of great power. "Besides," Mr. Lyons says
satirically, "to applaud a homicidal regime for
having cut down the number of its murders does seem
like carrying tolerance for evil to an irrational
extreme."

Eugene Lyons was a United Press correspondent in
Moscow in the twenties. Although he had been sym-
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pathetic to the Revolution when he was assigned to
Russia, the conditions that he actually observed
horrified him, and turned him into a lifelong foe
of communism. His account of his six uears in
Moscow, Assignment in Utopia, was published in
1937, at a time when many American intellectuals
were openly admiring Stalin and hailing his regime
as a success. In Workers' Paradise Lost, Mr. Lyons
has updated his indictment of Soviet theory and
practice, to summarize the entire fifty years'
record. As he says, "The dictatorship itself,
eager to establish the continuity of its reign from
Lenin to date, does not rest its claims of 'miracu
lous success' on the post-Stalin or post-Khrushchev
period, but on the entire half-century. The jUdg
ment of history, similarly, will be based on every
thing that has transpired in these fifty years."

Rather than present a straight historical account,
most of Workers' Paradise Lost is devoted to an
analysis of twenty-one "myths," each one of which
he explodes with a wealth of contradicting detail
from his own experience and observations, from the
writings of other first-hand observers, both Russian
and non-Russian, from American scholarly analyses
of Soviet pronouncements and publications, and from
official Soviet statistics.

He does a devastating job, and it is one that very
much needed doing, for a contemporary audience is
exposed most often to the apologetics of the daily
press. One needs to be reminded that "At the time
Hitler was burning books, an outrage that drew hor
rified protests from the civilized world, Stalin in
effect was burning authors," that between forty and
forty-five million deaths can be laid directly to
the Soviet regime in Soviet Russia proper, "through
civil war, famines, 'liquidation of the kulaks,'
purge executions, the high mortality rate in con
centration camps, and so on;" and that the famine
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of 1932 was p1annedby the regime, "in order to
chastise a.nd humble forty or fifty million citi
zens," by seizing the entire harvest, lea.ving the
peasants to starve. "In the most stricken regions ~/'

reportli Mr. Lyons, "cannibaliS1l1spread."

Details of this sort are so horrifying that the
world has been tempted to turn awaytran them in
disbelief,and few indeed are the writers who
insist upon reminding us of the Soviet past
compared to the writers who are the avengers of
German concentration camps. But this book is more
than just a recital of horrors. It is also·&. coun
tering of the claims of the regime. "When measured
by its costs in life sUffering and moral depravity
Soviet communism is demonstrably the most tragic
failure on this scale in all history. Thlsvould
be true even it it had succeeded in provldl~.ore

material satisfactions than any other system t ff says
Mr. Lyons, "but even on that elementary level it
has not succeeded."

And so he discusses in detail: The myth that Russia
befope the Revolution was an economic dese~, The
myth that the first Five-Yeazt Plan was a triumphant
success. The myth that cormMIi." is a rational short
cut to. modem .induBtrialiaation, The myth that cen
tralized national planning is a magic formula fop
gl'OlAJth and prospe1'ity, The myth thatcoll,ectivized
farming is the anBlAJer fop hung~ nations, The myth
that cormrunism p1'Ovides abundance for' the oredinm-y
citiaen, The myth that Soviet OOImfIDliem has fostered
progress in science, and The myth that the Soviets
have promoted the arts and culture.

Are the Russian people better off than th~ were
before 1917? No, says Mr. Lyons. Even granting its
hardship~, life under the old regtme vas freer.
"Before 1917, open dissent fraa the official ideo1-
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ogy was not only possible but fashionable; social
ideas were being ardently explored; cultural inter
change with the outside world was wide and unbroken;
s~ple subsistence was taken for granted by the
overwhelming mass of people, especially in the
villages; a vigorous opposition press and oppos
ition parties were in being; labor unions were
active and gaining strength; the frontiers were
comparatively open for Russians to leave and for
eigners to enter." Russian industrial product
doubled in the nine years before World War I, "the
peasants were not only feeding the nation but pro
viding huge surpluses for export," and it vas esti
mated by the French economist, Edmond Thery, writing
in 1914, that "if Russia maintained the percentual
8rowth it had established, it would surely outstrip
all other European nations by the middle of the
century."

What are conditions like now? None of the above
conditions hold true today. And there are many
new problems. Housing has been a problem that has
plagued the Soviet regime fram its inception.
Shoddy building and overcrowding result in a situ
ation in which "the Kremlin does not deny that the
ordinary wage-earner has a smaller area of housing
than a convict in an enlightened Western prison
system." Even in towns and villages, the most de
sirable living quarters are those built in pre
revolutionary times. The agricultural mess is
monumental. "Before the revolution, scratching the
soil with prilnitive plows, they were able to feed
their country and generate huge exports, Now,
despite considerable mechanization, they do neither."
Collectives falsify their records for fear of repri
sals; it is estimated that 25% of the fertilizer
distributed never reaches the fields but is dumped
near the railroads; tractors and threshers are im
mobilized for lack of parts. Mr. Lyons quotes a
Nf!JtI)ewsek eorreepondent in 1966 as reporting that
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"rural Russia, which begins onlY,a few miles out
side Moscow, seems at first glance scarcely changed
fram the Russia Tolstoy wrote about," and describes
in detail villages entirely cut off by mud during
the spring rains. Although farmers are tied'to the
land "by the simple device c;>f denying them a pass
port, without which one cannot live or work in in
dustrial camnunities," young people are finding
ways to circumvent the authorities and to desert
the villages.

Both· economically and politically, Mr. Lyons sees
no doubt that the people of Russia would be better
off today if there had been no Revolution. "Letts
have the gist of the fifiy Soviet years made clear: t1

he says. "Nevere beforee have 80 ",any paid 80 mueh
for 80 ]'itt~e." (Italics his)

But how do the people react? Are they reconciled
to the communist reg~e? Do they be1ieTe the prop
aganda that they are surrounded with--that c~U1lism

is providing material blessings and security against
Western aggression? The people hate the regime, as
they have always hated it, answers Mr. Lyons. And
he discusses as myths the ideas that the Revolution
was supported by the masses, that Russia is nova
"classless society," that the people love communism
and :fought for it in World War II, and that there
is an evolution toward democracy.

From 1929 until the late 1930's, Stalin allowed
tourists to visit the Soviety Union and JIlany tour
ists came, mostly Americans. They went to where
they were herded and exchanged a few words with
what English-speaking Russians th~ met, and con
vinced themselves that the Russians loved their
government. Lyons quotes the B~itish author Mal
colm Muggeridge, who vas then a correspondent in
Moscow, as writing that the tourists displayed
towards their Soviet reception "an imbecile cred-
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ulit7 which an African witch-doctor would have
found enviable." He himself says that "the tourists
"picnicked happily in the graveyards of a stricken
nation." Resident foreigners could not be so duped.
~on8 hia8el~ knew many Russian Journalists who
would smletimes speak unguardedly, he knew person
ally of the gangs of homeless children wandering
the country, of the famines, of the thousands of
people vho vere literally tortured by the secret
police because they were suspected of concealing
gold or jewel~. The regime has gained no legiti
ma~ in the eyes of the people since those days~

he says; it is still referred to in the third per
son: as "they."

Besides, he points out, the very existence of elab
orate security systems and the definition in 1958
and 1961 of new political and economic crimes re
quiring the death penalty indicate that there is
soae resistance to the regime internally. He
characterizes the entire fifty years of Soviet
pover as a war between the dictators and the people;
a var which was at first a Civil War, and later an
even bloodier political conflict. In this war, he
sqs, the millions who have died of famine and in
slaTe-labor camps are the casualties, the inhabi
tants of the prison camps and penal colonies are
the prisoners-of-war, the special KGB (secret po
lice) army, which even has its own air force, is
the regime's shock troops, and the liquidations
of classes, republics, and autonomous regimes are
battles.

This is the case even though the tourists of 1960
saw what they were intended to see just as much a.s
the tourists of 1929, and the Journalists are still
reporting that the people love their masters. Mr.
Lyons estimates that at least one member of every
family in Russia has been imprisoned. He recounts
not only the stories of large-scale "slave revolts"
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in Siberian camps from 1952 to 1956, but bloody
riots "at Temir-Tau in the Karaganda region in
1959; at Novocherkassk in the Rostov area in 1962;
at Pskov in 1963." Does that sound like a people
who would vote in commun18mif they had the chance,
as was asserted in a major magazine recently?

The story of the war years is even more tragic.
Mr. Lyons goes into great detail to substantiate
the point that many Russians thought they might
gain "freedom through defeat." So many soldiers
surrendered immediately to the invading' Germans
that a law was passed designating all prisoners
of-war as deserters. Stalin invoked nationalist
and Tsarist heroes for the first time, and exorted
Russians to fight for their fatherland, not for
communism. He went so f'ar in sane of' his speeches
that some people felt encouraged to hope that a
real change of heart might be taking place, and the
bad days might be ended. But it was the brutality
of the invading Germans that led Russians t.o fight,
and no love for the regime.

The rulers, on the other hand, have developed quite
a bureaucracy during these fifty years. In his
discussion of The myth that Soviet RUssia has be
come a "cZassZess 8ociety," Mr. Lyons describes some
of its privileges: "While ordinary mortals queue
up for hours to obtain same of the everyday neces
sities, the new aristocrats shop at leisure in
special stores stocked with the best the country
produces and imported goods. While top officials
and managers draw hundreds of rubles a month~-plus

an array of perquisites like chauffeured motorcars,
choice apartments--millions on the nether levels
struggle to survive on the legal min~um of 45 rubles
a month. In factories and institutions the dining
rooms are socially graded: first-rate for the im
portant people~ third-rate for the yorkers. Trains
have three or four classes, according to ability to
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pay. The best hospitals are reserved for 'the best
people. ,,,

This bureaucracy is not the Russian people, but it
is they who love the regtme and who give Westerners
the impression that all is well within Russia's
borders. Their prerogatives and their future de
pends on the continuing stability of the regime.
"Karl Marx once wrote that 'the bureaucracy pos
sesses the state as its private property." He was
referring, of course, to the bourgeois state. But
his words are far more descriptive of the Soviet
Union, where the bureaucrats not only possess the
state but have this private property protected by
secret police, armies, censors, legions of indoc
trinators. And the Soviet, unlike the bourgeois
state, owns and disposes of everything."

If the privileges of the bureaucracy depend on same
measure of stability at home, they also depend on
unrest abroad. Three of Mr. Lyons myths concern
imperialism, world peace, and that misunderstood
slogan, "peaceful coexistence." In his opinion,
"It is a measure of mankind's yearning for peace
that millions at various times have fallen for the
rawest Soviet trickery in its [peace's] name. It
did not occur to them that a regtme which killed
millions of its own citizens, engaged in kidnapping
people in foreign countries, tried to starve West
Berlin into submission, trained and equipped thou
sands of terrorists for operations allover the
world--that such a regime could hardly be opposed
to war on principle." He sees no hope for the West
in the prospect of a Sino-Soviet war, pointing out
that the objective of such a war would be to install
a more viable communist government in China--which
would hardly be an objective with which the West
would care to be associated. Quoting Soviet leaders
from Lenin to the present da.y, Mr. Lyons shows that
Soviet foreign policy has not changed, except for
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the addition o~ the threat of nuclear power. If
noncommunist countries will surrender to communism
without fighting, the communists don't want waro
But this is not a desire for world peace. "What
Moscow has opened," he says in this connection, "is
a road to surrender. Astonishingly, it has been
mistaken by a broad segment of world opinion, led
by reputable statesmen and Kremlinologists, as a
road to peace. They have read their own hopes
into communist double-talk about peaceful trans
itions to socialism, and especially into the renew
ed and refurbished Stalinist slogan, more than forty
years old, of 'peaceful coexistence.' It is a prop
aganda gambit that is in truth, as thecammunists
themselves have endlessly told us, a rededication
to conquest and victory under the new conditions of
a 'balanee of terror.' But wishful thinking usually
finds what it seeks, in this case, evidence of mel
lowing' and 'tundamentaltranstormation.'" (Italics
his)

But, the reader may ask, what about the two pieces
of evidence which are most generally taken to be
signs of liberalization within the Soviet Union,
and of a peaceful transition fram communism to free
dom--the economic reforms sometimes called "state
capitalism," and the increasing public criticism of
conditions on the part of the intelligentsia? Inter
estingly enough, Mr. Lyons takes both of these phen
omena as striking evidence that the regime is break
ing down. The economic reforms, which he refers to
as "market socialism," must by the nature of the
bureaucracy stop short of any tundamentalcriticism
of planning or of state. ownership. This means that
the reforms cannot work. "Because of the compulsion
to reconcile it with state monopoly, every reform has
in it the seed of its own defeat." But the very fact
that the regime is publicly considering deficiencies
in the economic system, even though this means admit
ting that they have previously been lying to the
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,Yorld and to their own citizens, shows how unwork
able the present ecoDCIIlic system JIlust really be.
The systeaatic introduction of terror and even
genocide in the Soviet Union, Mr. Lyons points out,
vas not only dwPing the first Five-Year Plan but
to implf1tJfBnt the first Five-Year Plan: to force
collectivization on the Russian people. Kow the
leaders are eating their deeds. Premier Alexei
Kosygin is reported as saying in 1965 "that only
'the supreme criteria of economic activity--profit
and profitability' could 'reflect the real level
of york of an enterprise.' In the recent past men
vould have found the-selves in Siberia for voicing
such heresies." This speech vas the signal for
"reforms" ot the sort which have been in effect in
YU8os1avia tor fifteen years, and which, Mr. Lyons
points out, are tar trom 8uceesstul there. Russian
leaders are hoping not to have to carry reform too
far. "The leadership viII teaporize, aake piece
.eal reTisions, in the hope of muddling through
with the help ot Western trade--today its most ur
gent need-and the sorcery of 'cybernetization and
cOIIlputerization' to take over Balle of the planning
burdens."

Same Westerners see the announceaent of reforms as
a sign that East and West are "converging." Mr ..
Lyons warns against this. "If the current econan1c
tinkering in Soviet Russia presages a return to cap
italism, the one certainty is that it will not cane
gradually and peacefully as the mytb-llakers think.
The communist masters are so deeply entrenched that
they could not, eyen if they vished to do so, relin
quish their aonopoly of pover--and that includes
domination of the econOllDY. Should capitalism or
same approx~tion of it be restored in the Soviet
Union, it viII not be through step-by-step evolution
but through scae type of military or popular revo
lution."
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The other so-called sign of liberalization within
the Soviet Union is the increasing criticism of the
regime heard from men of letters. It is well known
that one of the major areas of Bolshevik concen
tration was the censorship of criticism and the
promotion of propaganda. Tsarist Russia "had 'been
a cornucopia of creative works" despite the re
straints of an absolute monarchy; the Soviet Union
has been a desert. "The propaganda claim that the
Soviets have fostered intellectual and artistic
progress is fantastic on the face of it. The coun
try has produced no significant Soviet philosopher
or inventor, lamentably few men in the arts com
parable to those of the preceding half-century."
There was persecution of the arts in varying degrees
until the death of Stalin. Then~ it is true, there
was a "thaw"--fewer artists were arrested and execu
ted, and many that had been were "rehabilitatedtt

;

which "incidentally, reminded the Soviet pUblic of
how many hundreds of gifted men and wamen--now of
ficially declared innocent of any cr~e--had been
des troyed. " Today, writers do speak out for "human
ist" values, and the people are responding; 14,000
people came to hear a Poet's Evening in a sports
arena in Moscow, because the poets had criticized
aspects of Soviet existence. "The new writers, and
older ones emboldened by their example, dared write
of love, justice, mercy, conscience, the ~oul, and
other long outlawed themes--especially about truth.
They dared complain of drab and regimented lives ••••
Socialist realism remains the only 'safe' doctrine.
Those who speak out still risk loss or their liveli
hood and worse, particularly if they are on the lover
rungs, without the shield of national and interna
tional fame •••• Even the limited permissiveness in
culture continues to be anxiously policed by a hec
toring, threatening state, and the trend at this time
time is toward less not more freedom." In 1966,
twenty Ukrainian writers were sent to labor camps--
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fifty .ore were arrested. The chief editor of
P:l-avda vas ~ired, and two writers, Sinyavsky and
Daniel~ who had pUblished "unpublishable" novels
and essays abroad under pseudonyms, were given
8eyen- and five-year 8entences at hard labor. A
poet is quoted as saying to The NBbJ :Iopk Times
correspondent that Sinyavsley and Daniel were lucky,
"there were 80 many others about whan the world
knows notbing--as little as people know of a rabbit
eaten by the volves in the forest."

The arts have not been liberated. "Yet many intel
lectuals venture tar more than is strictly allowed,
appareD~1y g..b1ing that the dictators will hesi
tate to aake martyrs or them, or s imply in a mood
to 'take the medicine of punishment if they must.
J"hsiz- new sslf-confidence is the most fateful e1,.e
mBl'lt in tits cultJatal squation." (Italics his) Since
the conviction of Siny&vsky and Daniel, an illicit
trwhite book" on the case has been circulated in Rus
sia and published abroad, including a full reprint
in 'rhe 11., YOl'k Times. There have been demonstra
t.ions against the arrest of writers; students deaon
strated in Pushkin Square in Moscow; an illegal
Journal haa been circulated; and a writer sent a
letter to all the delegates to the Fourth Congress
of Soviet Writers which met in June 1967 ~ denouncing
liter~ censorship and detailing his own police per
secution. What is going on~ Mr. Lyons sums up, "is
not, as supposed abJlOad" a change in the essential
nattaee of ths Soviet system, but a histone 8t~gle

between the intelligentsia and the rulel's. The
deepest 8ignificance is Dot artistic but political."
(Italics his)

Mr. Lyons' has thus painted a picture of a despotism
whose 1eaders t although they have been willing to
go to any lengths of inhumanity to impose their
whims on the people, have not been able to make work.
He describes this in more detail than I haTe been
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able to indicate here: The arrest, imprisonment
and even execution of scientists who did not agree
with the biological theories of Lysenko. The fail
ure of Soviet education to indoctrinate love of the
system and hatred of the West, despite textbooks
containing passages like the following: "In the
capitalist states even today scientists who do not
believe in God are persecuted•••• They persecute and
starve lecturers who teach the truth about the ori
gin of the earth, of life and man. It often happens
that scientific books are publicly burned." The
erection of industrial complexes (with American
help) which make the Soviet Union technically the
second largest industrial nation in the world,
although alaost none of the technology originated
in the Soviet Union--these stories and many others
are well known, but are spelled out here.

What makes Mr. Lyons' book stand out among the many
books on the Soviet Union are three things. His
readable and impassioned literary style, which shl)wS
on every page his affection for the Russian people
and his hatred :for t.he regime; his total repudiation
of socialist planning; and his speculations about
the :ruture .

It must be remembered that Mr. Lyons is a Journalist,
and it is no part of his intention to give a moral or
an economic analysis of the fallacies of socialism.
In the early chapters of the book he contents him
self with showing that the Revolution did not live
up to its own stated ideals--it was not Marxist
(tiThe very idea of 'expropriating' an underdeveloped
nation seemed to them both heretical and silly, like
robbing an empty till." and it was not socialist in
that socialists have alv~s insisted that their aim
is "democratic freedom." {"The Soviet system has
been an albatross around their necks. Either they
had to insist that it had nothing in cammon with
their socialism--or renounce socialism. During and
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after the Stalin era, the socialist movements of the
world have sought to dissociate themselves from the
blood~stainedMuscovite aberration of their faith.")
But it becomes clear that in Mr. Lyons' opinion, the

"blood-stained Muscovite aberration" is no accident.
He shows us how terror was necessary to the instal
lation of the first Five-Year Plan. And later he
states unequivocally: "In theory, tully industrial
ized and technically advanced nations like England
or the United States could undertake full sociali
zation and retain basic political freedoms. That
is the hope which sustains sincere socialists and
communists in such countries. It has been said that
only the most affluent capitalist nations could af
ford comaunism with its built-in economic fallacies
and wastes. But in practice, as Czechoslovakia for
one has demonstrated, political freedaas cannot sur
viTe under ecoDCBic dictatorship." Those readers
who might be tempted to quarrel on philosophical
grounds with Mr. Lyons' t.plied split between theory
and practice in the preceding passage would be veIl
advised to remind thsselves or how rare it is in
this country for a Journalist in as influential a
position as Mr. Lyons now holds (Senior Editor of
the R8adB~'8 Digest) to see the terrors of the Sov
iet Union in practice as a necessary outgrowth of
its economic theories.

It is unusual enough for Mr. Lyons' book to be mem
orably written and to repUdiate planning in toto.
But what is even more unusual is that after he has
presented us with a picture of evil so all-pervasive
and 80 entrenched that it might lead same writers to
despair of the future of the entire world, Mr~ Lyons
does not despair. Does he agree with those who hold
"the vide belief that the mere staying pover of a
revolution proves it merits, establishes an irre
sistible wave of the future, and qualifies it to
sene as a model for other nations"? He does not.
Does he agree with Look magazine (October 3 t 1967)
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that "implausible as it seems to uS,most Soviet
citizens think they have a good thing going for
them. They feel saf'e. They don't worry'about hun
ger or loneliness or calamity. Raised ina control
led environment, they are without objective measure,
but by their own meager reckoning of what constitutes
freedom t most of them now feel free" ? He does not.
What Mr. Lyons sees asa very real possibility in
the near ~ture is revolution.

In a fascinating discussion of a "Whither Russia"
symposilDllwhichran tor over a 7ear in the bimonthly
Journal Problems of COImIUnism, Mr. Lyons show that
leaing Sovietologists, although theydo·not .•.·predtc:t
revolution, are almost unaniJllouslyagre_f!d that:the
Soviet regime is the victimot 8uch decay that 'it
"demands deep-reaching changes in doctrine t ·think~

ing and inetitutions, probably beyond the .' capacities
of the rulers." He proceeds to displayvhat he calls
"the lessons of Hungary,n a revolutionwhic.h',he.
points out, succeeded, and' vas only' crushed by the
intervention of an outside army fran Russia. To
those who insist that a totalitarian regime is im
mune to revolt trOll vithin,because revolutionary
organization' and planning cannot persist und1s:cOTer~

ed, he answers that the Hungarian and Polish up-
risings in 1956 were largely spontaneous, and yet
leadership quickly emerged :from the ranks, and the
original intelligentsia "was joined almost at once
by the factory workers, the peasantry, the remnants
of the middle class, the armed t"orces, and a large
part of the ruling Ccmmunist Party itself." Any
future Russian revolution, he predicts ~ vill fOlloY
the same pattern; and Just as the ruling party in
Hungary collapsed within three days even though they
were considered by all foreign observers to be firmly
in power, so Mr. ~on8 expects that revolution in
the U.S.S.R. would be supported by mass rebellion on
a scale which would be surprising to the rebels them
selves. De 'I'ocqueville pointed out, saY's Mr. Lyons,
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that the most dangerous moment f"or a regiJae is
that manent when Bome re:torms are instituted, and
quotes him as saying, "The sufferiDgB 'that are en
dured patiently, as being inerttab1e, beccae inw1
erable the maaent it appears that 'there aigbt be an
escape. Reform then only serves 'to reveal ~re
clearly what still remains oppressiYe and nov a11
the aore unbearable; the su:tf'eriDg, it is 'true, bas
been reduced, but one's sensitirlty has becaae .ore
acute. '!

The book ends with the identif"ication of" 'the stale
mate which exists betveen the people and "the regiJae.
"At some point," Mr. Lyons sqs, "the KreIIlin rill
be driven to act. Either it must carry re~o... :tar
beyond the present half-measures, to 'the degree of'
diluting its political monopoly, or it JmS't egain
resort to terror. In either case it vill be putting
its survival on the line in a lif'e-or-death gaBble."

This, then, is a eulogy for the millions of rietias
wham the call1llunists have claimed. But it is aore
than tbat--it is an obituary tor cmamni.. itself'.
11' the West will stop "building bridges"" o-r escape
for the Soviet planners, Mr. L7ons' endenee is that
it can only be a .at~er at ~~e.
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